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Abstract. With the popularity of programming learning, there are more and more online programming 

platforms and learners can learn programming skills online. That’s good news for users who was bothered by 

configuring a development environment or some other annoying little things. We have built a multi-purpose 

code evaluation platform which provides many different kinds of coding training courses. This code evaluation 

platform is based on Kubernetes and provides unique containers for every submission of users’ code so that it’s 

not a problem that many different types of code are running at the same time. Furthermore, it allows experts 

share their programming skills or other computer technical abilities by creating training courses on the platform, 

and they can even customize the evaluation methods and the evaluation process of their own training courses 

by producing new evaluation script. To obtain better user experience for both learners and training contributors, 

some useful auxiliary systems, such as the evaluating queuing system and the script management system have 

been introduced. 
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1. Introduction 

To help users learning programming skills and coding online, we built a coding training platform 

(educoder.net). Unlike the LeetCode.com or other popular online judge website, this platform provides not 

only basic programming exercise, but also some complex training, such as Android and Hadoop training 

courses. 

This multi-purpose platform bases on a Kubernetes cluster, and every code evaluation task runs in a 

specific Kubernetes pod so that different kinds of evaluation tasks won’t interfere with each other. For each 

user of the platform, their code will be executed in its exclusive environment. 

And to make the platform more open and gain a sustainable growth opportunity, it’s recommended that 

experienced developers contribute IT training courses to the platform and share their own valuable skills and 

knowledge. One provides a new type of IT training course should also consider how to evaluate the submission 

for every task in this course and then create a corresponding evaluation script, so that users reaching to this 

course can get their submission evaluated and tell whether they master the lesson or not. 

There are two biggest problems in the process of building this code evaluation platform. For learners, they 

care about the stability and timeliness of the evaluation process. But once users gush in, the high concurrency 

may damage the stability of the platform, because every evaluation task will request for a unique container to 

run and it will consume resources. If there aren’t enough resources to support the operation of all containers, 

the platform won’t guarantee a good user experience for learners. 

The other problem is for course contributors. To share new courses in the platform, contributors should not 

only care about the content of their courses, but also design suitable evaluation methods for courses. The 

evaluation method for one specific training course will be performed as a shell script. Considering that creating 
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a suitable shell script may difficult for some contributors, it should be designed properly so that contributors 

can get an unobstructed contributing experience. 

To handle these two problems correctly, some auxiliary systems and other targeted measures have been 

proposed. For example, the evaluating queuing system is focused on the resource problem in a high 

concurrency situation and the script management system will help contributors share their knowledge and 

skills more easily. 

2. Related Work 

A lot of research work has been conducted on the problem of code evaluation platform designing and 

resource-related difficulties solving. 

PKU ACM Judge Online (poj.org) can check the source code submitted by its users automatically. It 

provides a good choice for programming learners to practice algorithm. 

Programming grid [1] is originally built by Yingwei Luo et al. It is aimed at computer-aided education for 

programming courses. It designed many resources to support programming courses and forms a virtual 

platform with teaching assistance and teacher-student interaction for programming courses. 

Shiyanlou (shiyanlou.com) is a very famous online training platform, which can provide an isolated 

environment for every user. It provides a wide variety of programming training courses and users can do some 

training tasks by following their guide. 

In fact, most OJ platforms only focus on basic programming languages’ teaching [2, 3] and don’t provide 

comprehensive developing skills at all, it’s not enough if learners want to apply their knowledge to developing 

works. On the other hand, Shiyanlou and some other similar platforms do provide a lot of useful courses to 

improve users’ practical ability, but it lacks an effective feedback mechanism for learners’ learning process. 

Our work provides a solution for the designing of the comprehensive online programming training platform, 

by deploying the Kubernetes cluster, introducing the evaluation mechanism [4] and attracting course 

contributors [5]. Some problems arisen in this process have been considered and solved finally [6, 7, 8]. 

3. Methods 

Overview. To build an open code evaluation platform and protect the user experience of both learners and 

contributors, the evaluating queuing system and the script management system have been put into use. Both of 

them are aimed to improve the efficiency and the openness of the platform and make it a better place to learn 

basic and advanced IT skills. 

The basic architecture of our platform and the interaction of the two auxiliary systems can be illustrated by 

Figure 1.  

 
Fig. 1: Basic work flow of the platform. 
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Evaluating queuing system is primarily designed to optimize the learners’ user experience while the script 

management system is contributor-oriented. Both of them are key subsystems and they work well together to 

support the operation of the platform. 

It has been proved that the platform can hold a concurrent volume brought by 600 users’ evaluation 

requests, and it will tend to lose control gradually if there are more and more users gush in. As shown in figure 

2, every code evaluation request will run in a specific pod and a part of resources, including CPU and memory, 

will be consumed at the same time. If the usage of resources is unlimited, the evaluation process may gradually 

become very slow or even wrong [9]. To solve this problem, the evaluating queuing system brings a better 

resource control solution. 

 
Fig. 2: Basic process of evaluation. 

And the script management system is another creation to ensure that any IT expert in a field can share their 

skills or knowledge easier. This auxiliary system standardizes the basic process of code evaluation and tries to 

reuse existed evaluation scripts. The threshold of customizing a new IT training course will be reduced. 

Evaluating queuing system. As is mentioned before, the code evaluation platform usually needs to work 

in a high concurrency environment [10]. To handle these evaluation requests, there are lots of Kubernetes pods 

asking to be built and run, which is very resource-intensive. In fact, when too many evaluation requests gush in 

and the number of pods exceeds the capacity of servers, the evaluation system will not reliable any more. So, it 

must be ensured that the platform works with enough remaining resources [11]. The most intuitive way to 

achieve this is denying the execution of evaluation tasks when the usage of resources is beyond the limit, and if 

these tasks can be deposited and waited to execute until the resource crisis is lifted, the stability of the code 

evaluation system will be improved a lot. 

Evaluating queuing system is designed to make evaluation tasks line up and wait opportunities to execute 

when resources are scarce (as shown in figure 3). When an evaluation request is sent to the code evaluation 

platform, it will check if there are too many pods in the system and calculate resource usage at this moment. 

Specifically, the evaluating queuing system will push tasks into a sorted set built of Redis when there are more 

than 200 pods existing or the usage of memory has exceeded 80% of the whole system. What’s more, users will 

be informed of their evaluation requests’ positions in the queue so that they can decide whether to wait for 
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evaluation results or leave to next challenge, and no matter how they choose, their waiting tasks will be 

executed and the results will be persistent finally. 

 
Fig. 3: Work flow of evaluating queuing system. 

Once an evaluation pod is ready to destroy and release its resource, the evaluating queuing system will 

check if there are waiting tasks in the queue. And the first one in that queue will get the chance to run. 

Pods’ Delayed-deleting Policy. As pointed out, an evaluation task which is waiting in the queue will 

execute only if another task has finished and its evaluation pod ready to be destroyed. To shorten the waiting 

time for a task in queue, it’s necessary to delete an idle pod as soon as possible. At the very beginning of 

designing the code evaluation platform, a pod will keep alive for 30 minutes once it was built, and that is too 

long to adapt the evaluating queuing system. Essentially, the evaluating queuing system is a compromise 

solution to the problem of insufficient resources, and the waiting time of an evaluation task is a potential threat 

for the user experience. So, a better pod deletion policy should be employed. 

Delayed-deleting policy is utilized to optimize the effect of the evaluating queuing system. Every time 

when an evaluation task arrives and its specific pod is created, there will be a 5 minutes countdown (active 

period). This 5 minutes countdown will be restarted every time when the corresponding pod is triggered by a 

new evaluation request, and if there isn’t any new evaluation task during the countdown, the pod will be forced 

to delete finally. What’s more, when an evaluation task has passed the challenge, the delayed-deleting policy 

will check if the pod is idle and safe to be deleted, and if no any other tasks in this pod, it will be destroyed 

immediately.  

Script Management System. Our code evaluation platform is aimed to open to both learners and 

contributors who share their IT skills or knowledge. Attracting more contributors is one of the most important 

thing to the development of the platform [12]. But in fact, the evaluation mechanism of our platform is always 

the biggest obstacle, because contributors should not only care about the content of their courses, but also the 

creation of evaluation scripts. The evaluation process is defined by a corresponding shell script. And if 

contributors want to share new types of IT training courses, the platform may ask them to provide the suitable 
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evaluation script at the same time if there are not suitable and reusable scripts. The evaluation script will run in 

the Kubernetes pod and check users’ submission.  

Providing evaluation script is not a simple work for lots of contributors. Shell programming skills are 

essential and contributors should find out suitable evaluation process for their courses. And that undoubtedly 

raised the threshold for the contributors. 

Script management system is designed to reduce difficulty for contributors to create evaluation scripts. 

And the basic work flow of this auxiliary system can be illustrated by figure 4. In most instances, the type of a 

new training course may already exist in the platform so that the contributor can reuse the corresponding 

evaluation script directly. What’s more, if one wants to create a new type of training course and there isn’t any 

reusable evaluation script, the script management system will help the contributor create a new script quickly 

and easily. Script management system standardizes the basic process of evaluation so that contributors can 

focus on the personalized part of the whole process. In general, the platform will only ask contributors to 

provide the compilation methods and the execution methods of the language type their courses belong to, and 

then a complete evaluation script will be automatically generated. And of course, contributors can continue to 

modify the generated scripts if needed. 

 
Fig. 4: Work flow of script management system. 

Once a new type of evaluation script puts into use, the script management system will pick this script as the 

default template of this programming language type and recommend follow-up training courses to reuse this 

script. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Results. High concurrency was the biggest hurdle for the stability of evaluation process [13,14]. Learners 

may send lots of evaluation requests for their code and some of their code is complicated and time-consuming. 

Fortunately, the evaluating queuing system helps the platform to avoid catastrophic consequences. There 

won’t be too many evaluation pods in the platform at a moment so that resources of servers are exempt from 
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exhausting. As is shown in the figure below, after the evaluating queuing system has been adopted, evaluation 

time stops losing control finally. 

Fig. 5: Average time-consuming trends of the two strategies. 

In fact, evaluating queuing system makes sure that the usage of resources is limited to a reasonable value, 

which leads to a lower failure rate of evaluation. As we all know, usability is the most important aspect in the 

designing process, and the queuing system has resolved the biggest problem which may disrupt the usability of 

the platform. Another benefit brought by the evaluating queuing system is that now we can monitor the system 

status better. The usage of resources of the servers is easy to be gotten and can be designed as a switch of the 

queuing system. To adopt the strategy of queuing evaluation requests, the platform can run stably and 

error-free. 

And of course, to reduce the negative impact of evaluating queuing system, the adoption of 

delayed-deleting policy is also indispensable. As is mentioned in the method section, after using the evaluating 

queuing system, some evaluation requests may be in waiting status for a while if the platform lacks of 

resources. The occasion of deleting one evaluation pod has been adjusted by delayed-deleting policy so that a 

waiting evaluation request will be executed as soon as possible. 

Fig. 6: Comparison between the two pod-deleting policies. 

Script management system has helped more than 30 contributors to create more than 50 training courses in 

the platform, and some of them are complex and large-scale. The number and the quality of training courses are 

steadily improving. Contributors can share their courses easier and they can more focus on the content of their 

sharing now. 
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Characteristic Analysis. The two auxiliary systems, including the evaluating queuing system and the 

script management system, have made the code evaluation platform robust, efficient and user friendly. 

Robust: By adopting the evaluating queuing system, the load of the platform won’t be too heavy to exceed 

the limit. In a high concurrency environment, evaluating queuing system ensure the stability of the platform 

and make it run regularly all the time. 

Efficient: Even it lacks of resources and the evaluating queuing system is triggered, the delayed-deleting 

policy will take both stability and effectiveness into account. On the one hand, the delayed-deleting policy 

guarantees that the code evaluation platform can handle a large number of tasks efficiently. On the other hand, 

when a user is coding and trying to pass the evaluation, the platform will keep his Kubernetes pod alive during 

the active period and protect the coding environment in the pod, which will lead to a better user experience. 

User friendly: For learners, the stability of the platform can ensure their good experience when they try to 

master courses, and many measures have been adopted to ensure the efficient of the evaluation process. And 

for contributors, the platform ensures that they can do as little as possible to create an evaluation script and pay 

their attention to the course content by adopting script management system, which makes the platform easier to 

use. 

All of these characteristics make our platform a perfect choice for learning basic program languages or 

advanced software engineering skills. What’s more, it opens to all experts who want to share their knowledge 

and try to make this process more attractive. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Conclusion. In this paper, we introduce our code evaluation platform briefly and put forward some 

problems and defects that the platform faced up. We focus on these weak points and try to find ways to avoid 

traps or solve problems. For this purpose, we propose several auxiliary systems and strategies. The evaluating 

queuing system and the pods’ delayed-deleting policy works together to make sure that our platform obtains 

both higher stability and better usability in a high concurrency environment. And the script management 

system designed to help contributors earn an easier way to build their own IT training courses, which will 

obtain a sustainable development for the platform. The efficiency and the openness of our platform have been 

improved a lot since these methods put into use. 

Future Work. The evaluating queuing system is the key to maintain the stability of our platform, and 

there is room for optimization. We prepared for adding more conditions to help the queuing system decide 

whether or not to start working, such as the real-time status of servers and the concurrent number of evaluation 

tasks which are in process. 

As for the pods’ deletion policy, we prepare for building a more flexible policy to handle different types of 

training tasks in our platform. Some of pods may need longer survival time but others don’t, so it will help if 

the setting is not fixed. 

And the Docker image management system will come soon, it will further reduce the difficulty of creating 

a new type of IT training course. Both Docker images and evaluation scripts are important resources in the 

platform and these resources should be managed correctly and efficiently.  
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